FINAL ROUND INTERVIEW
14 October 2018
MARC LEISHMAN ( -26)
Q. Yesterday you said 25 under was the number and you did one better today. What
a dominating performance.
MARC LEISHMAN: Yeah, it was nice today. I got off to a really strong start and then kept it
going. Yesterday struggled a little bit on the back nine, there were some tough holes out
there, so I was really wary of that and knew that I had to keep my head down and keep
playing really hard. So it was very nice to get a bit of a lead to come up the last and enjoy it
like I did, and to birdie it, that's something I'll remember forever.
Q. And then in the heat of the moment in contention like that, you always seem very
relaxed on the golf course no matter if it's Thursday or Sunday. What's your mindset
when you go into a round?
MARC LEISHMAN: Well, I mean, I'll do as good as I can and that's all I can do. We
practice hard and the reason we do that is so when we're in those situations we can test
ourselves and hopefully the game holds up to the pressure. A lot of pressure is stuff that
you put on yourself. I always know that I do as good as I can and that's good enough at the
end of the day.
Q. And then what does this win mean to you?
MARC LEISHMAN: Yeah, it's huge. After having two wins last season -- sorry, two
seasons ago, not winning this year so far, pretty determined to change that and was able to
do it this week. So hopefully I can continue my good form in Korea next week and World
Cup and the Australian PGA at the end of the year.
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